Can you remember any names for
animals in French?
Create a poster that would help
you to teach some names of
different animals in French.
Think about including pictures and
bold writing so that it is clear to
see.

What have you been up to?
Write me a letter explaining what
you have been doing during
lockdown.
Maybe you could include some
feelings you have had during
lockdown - What have you
enjoyed? What do you miss being
able to do?
Think about using all of the
features of a letter e.g. address,
‘dear’, ‘yours sincerely’.

Choose as many activities to
complete in a week as you
would like.

Solids, Liquids and Gases
Research to find out some
differences between solids, liquids
and gases.
Find some examples of each in your
house – draw them and label
whether they are a solid, a liquid or
a gas.
Can you explain how you know
this?
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I hope you’ve been reading!
Sit down and read a book to one of
the adults in your house (or even a
sibling). Talk about some of the
words you are unfamiliar with –
maybe even use your dictionary
skills to find out the meanings of
some of the words.

Let’s get measuring…
Have a go at using a measuring jug
or weighing scales to measure
some different liquids and objects
you have at home.
Can you remember all the steps to
accurately measure?
Take some pictures of yourself
doing this if you would like to show
me.

Active Learn
Log into your active learn account.
Complete the task I have set for
you focusing on your times tables. It
will be called, Treetop Topple, Smack
the Shack or Diamond Demolition.
See if you can repeat the task to
practise getting more and more
answers correct.

Email me some of the work if
you would like me to see it – I
would love that!
kpass@poolhouse.lancs.sch.uk

